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Changing governance of ESG landscape
Strong ESG governance as well as double materiality are key considerations for insurers

TNFD2

TCFD1 adoption rates across markets (indicative only and not exhaustive)

1 TCFD: Taskforce for climate related financial disclosure
2. TNFD: Taskforce for nature related financial disclosure

Core 
recommendations 
of TCFD1
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Focus on reporting impacts across the insurance value chain
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InvestingEmployeesCustomers Operations Underwriting
Partners and 
communities

Example: At Zurich ESG is embedded in the way we run our business and continues to rapidly evolve
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Escalation process supports the increased focus sustainability risks across lines of business

Underwriting frameworks should ensure awareness and mitigation of 
key ESG concerns
Example: Zurich’s sustainability referral process in underwriting
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and support above country escalations
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• More information on Zurich’s 
climate risk assessment can be 
found in the Integrated 
Sustainability Disclosure (ISD) 
which forms part of the annual 
report

Example: TCFD reporting as part of Zurich’s Annual Report
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Expectations and actions under the Net Zero Insurance commitment
By signing up to the Net Zero Insurance Alliance (NZIA) insurers are demonstrating their 
commitments to net zero in underwriting by 2050
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End 2022

Associated 
emissions 
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Emissions attributed to 
underwriting portfolio1 Emissions reduction over time1

How does portfolio mix impact transition pathway of underwriting?
The complexity of different regional and industry mix of insurers should not be underestimated, 
nor consideration to the size of customers and availability of data.

71. Indicative only
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Thank you
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